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About This Game

Sumer is a unique blend of modern board game design and exciting real-time action, set against the beautiful backdrop of a
mysterious ancient civilization.

To claim the throne, four nobles of the ziggurat must compete for Inanna’s favor. She is not easily pleased, but what god is? To
prove your worth you must perform sacrifices according to Inanna’s sacred rituals. Place your workers in workshops to gain
resources and goats. Offer up the resources to Inanna and use the goats to trade for new workshops and abilities. Only the

swiftest and cleverest noble will become the ruler of Sumer.

A Worker Placement Video Game!

Sumer takes the board game mechanic of worker placement to a new level. Each day, you and your competitors will awaken at
dawn to begin your worship. Run and jump around the ziggurat to place your workers so they'll collect resources. You only have

2 workers, so you better figure out your strategy, move fast, and claim workshops before your friends beat you to it!

Real-time Dynamic Auctions!
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Whoever is willing to sacrifice the most goats gets Inanna's blessing! The auction is simple — just move left or right to change
your bid in real time. Each auction is a mind game of bluffing and bravado, and you never know an item’s real price until time is

up! Trick your opponents into overpaying for their bids while you snag good bargains for your own!

Key Features

1-4 players - Play local with up to 4 players. Master playing solo or try to beat up to three of your friends.

Devious AI - A variety of personalities and skill levels makes the game a challenge for any player.

Comfortable game length - With a game experience of 20 to 30 minutes, Sumer plays in a fraction of the time of a
comparable strategy board game.

Infinitely replayable - Randomized setup and a huge variety of different auction items make each playthrough a unique
strategic experience.

Nuanced strategies - There is no single key to winning. Being quick on your feet and making smart long-term
investments are both crucial to victory.

Sumerian culture - We’ve worked with professional historians to bring you the ancient civilization that invented writing,
beer, and board games.

Customizable gameplay - Play the way you want by turning on variants like Big Head mode and Hidden Auction Items.

Your controls - The game can be played with controllers, mouse and keyboard, all at the same time!
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If you want to spend your weekends at home chilling and playing somw good games.Partu Hard Tycoon is a great option.This
game has everything to interest you-starting from the amazing plot and finishing with a big variety of missions.I really
recommend you to install this game.. snake in VR! love it. Simple but entrancing, just be careful not to trip or tangle your chord
as you play. Like many others have said, they charge for a service where trolls can troll away and no action is taken and serious
players get banned for kicking the troll. They are not monitoring the service, no reason to pay for what you can get free on
faceit for example. They really need to add a reason for us to pay and ♥♥♥♥♥♥ service and non-monitored experiences can
get just as bad as in MM, which is free at least.

I've stopped playing when the number of trolls grew. I'm not talking "that dude that got upset after losing X rounds in a row and
started trolling". No, i'm taking pre-game "♥♥♥♥ you, i will lose this game" type of dude. Round 1 he flashes and shoots us.
Everybody is asking me(i had the highest karma) to kick him, so i do. I get banned for 1 month. Good bye ESEA, unless you
fix♥♥♥♥♥♥like that you won't be getting any money from people who are serious about this.. I'll start this up by saying that
Vacation Sim - despite being a simple concept - is a VERY fun experience, and it looks good as well. There are lots of vibrant
colours, but the style is also simple, not making it obnoxious.
Being a VR game, your movement is obviously limited, and the game does a well-known way of movement - aiming, and then
tapping the trackpad. This will take you to a "station", a part of each map. Returning from Job Simulator, the bots Vacation
Simulator are spiced up, giving all of them their own unique personalities and designs; never finding a bot giving a deathstare
and staying stiff.
Like few VR games, from my personal knowledge, Vacation Sim allows you to both see your avatar, and customise it. Every
area has something different - from beards to hats, to glasses to hair styles. This avatar of your's can be seen in anything
reflective - such as mirrors or glass, making the game incredibly immersive.
The game only has four areas, which may seem like a big issue, but in these four areas there is LOTS to do. They're small yet
dense, with so many small details and activities - for example, you can throw snowballs upon the mountains, play a whole bunch
of video games in the resort, or knit yourself to death with KnittingBot. And not to mention, there's a really sweet reference to
the one and only Bob Ross - in the form of Moss Bot. He is just a blessing of art.

Overall, I rate it 10/10. Absolutely fantastic, and it's worth every penny! If you have a VR headset as well as some time and
money to spare, it's a must-have.. This game is awesome! it's a very fun concept and well executed.

You play a robot that that can stick to walls and ceilings, this mechanic combined with double jump and other movement
options makes navigating the levels intuitive and fun. You can also pick up other classes kind of like a powerup, each class has a
different weapon, alternate fire, and skill, adding variation and more ways to navigate\/play. One of my favs is the ninja(shino),
he can throw down a smoke screen to hide yourself and allies, can teleport a short distance, even through walls and has a short
range shotgun for large close-up damage. I also like Axle whos primary fire bounces off walls and he can leave a trail of fire on
his path to burn enemies over time. Each class unique and brings something useful to the table depending on the situation or
your playstyle you can swap them on the fly, dropping your current class with q and picking up a new off of dead enemies, at
your spawn, or at various locations on the map. The different classes keep the gameplay fresh and interesting, while I have my
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favourites there's no class I don't like, as they feel well balanced. I find myself switching between them depending on what I'm
up against.

The graphics, animation and sound are awesome as well. Each character class looks and sounds unique, and are easily
identifiable. What is happening and who you're dealing with is well communicated and feels action-packed without being too
cluttered or chaotic.

5\/5 definitely recommend.. Great nostalgia purchase!. The first Alien Breed was a fun but very limited twin stick top down
shooter. Repetitive, overstretched and lacking in variety. Each successive game has remedied these faults and aimed for a
bigger, grander experience.

Part two was great, Part 3 is even better. I'm going to assume that if you're looking for a review of 3 that you're familiar with the
others, as each parts story directly continues on from the previous game. Its not a trilogy as such, but one story broken into three
acts.

If you hated the first two then I doubt you'll get any more enjoyment from this one. If you liked Part 1 (which wasn't great) and
enjoyed Part 2 (which was great) then tuck in - Part 3 is excellent. More action, more variety through setpieces, same chunky
and brutal combat.. This game is horrible, it lags, it has horrible graphics, don't even think about purchasing it.. awesme game
but the music have copyright?
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The PC version of this game is quite frustrating. It's a straight-forward, fun game - undeniably. But, it's ported from an app and
it suffers as such. It requires far higher computing resources than such a lightweight program should ever demand. Framerates
should be through the roof on even the most modest equipment but that's not the case. And, there are precious few settings
options to help improve performance or control. Video options are limited to only resolution and low\/medium\/high graphics
quality.

The worst are the controls. Standard keyboard left\/right\/forward\/back (A\/D\/W\/S) with mouse turret are offered and that is
IT. You cannot customize a single key. Worse, however, is that the control's don't remain consistent. While moving forward, left
and right work normally. But, if you come to a stop, they reverse. Left turns right and right turns left. This is because it changes
lateral behavior when you go into reverse and it does this as soon as you come to a stop. Add to this that the tank model is very
cartoonish and at times it's difficult to tell the front end from the back in the heat of battle, causing mismovement, distraction
from any engagement and, ultimately, frustration. Lastly, while you're focused on aiming at the enemy and battling with the
controls, don't run into a wall or a building or a tree too fast because you will flip your tank over and explode. Seriously.

Now, despite all of that, I still have to say that this is one damn fun game and it's simplicity helps it shine. It just seems that with
a very small amount of additional work it could be top-notch. The tank mechanics are good, the graphics look good, play action
is really fun but it can be a very frustrating experience.. I regret not playing Toki Tori 2 sooner.

I remember when it first launched on the Wii U, during the system's first big drought in 2013. Back then, despite having a lot of
time in my hands and not much to play on the console, I let it go. Then I got it in a bundle for Steam, and once again, didn't play
it for years. I had played the first Toki Tori and mistakenly assumed the sequel would be more of the same.

When I heard Toki Tori 2 was actually a metroidvania, my interest grew. Regardless of that, I still had cold feet. There's
something about the game's pre-rendered visuals that always made it look kinda cheap. I also thought it would be more of a
chore than anything else, like many other metroidvanias that fail to play to the genre's strengths.

Then I finally played it and it really grabbed me. The presentation, which had always seemed so unappealing, came to life in a
glorious way when I booted the game. It's GORGEOUS. It's a really weird art style, in that it doesn't sell well, but looks great
when you're actually playing. Music and sound design also make a great job of immersing the player in Toki Tori's wonderful
world, without ever getting repetitive.

There are so many elements populating the screen, everything looks so much alive. Actually, that's Toki Tori 2's main catch:
YOU CAN SEQUENCE BREAK THE HELL OUT OF THIS GAME. All the tiny animals you initially think of as mere set
dressing are meant to be interacted with, you might just not know it at the time.

Midway through the game, you happen to come back to the very first screen. Up to that point, Toki Tori 2 gently teaches you
about its surprisingly deep mechanics through great level design. Now you're are able to truly see it with new eyes. That bird
over there? You can call it by chirping, make it grab that little animal and feed it to that frog so that you can go up that ledge.
Those fireflies? Make sure they follow you, you're gonna need them.

You don't ever get new items or power-ups. The only thing preventing you to venture out in any direction at any given time is
your knowledge of how the game works, and it makes a great job at teaching you that. That alone makes Toki Tori 2 extremely
replayable as well, since not only will you want to try new paths in a different order, but the game's puzzles are not only deep
enough to lock collectibles away during the first time you play them, but also so much fun you're gonna want to give them
another try just for the sake of it.

It all comes together so tightly that, like I said, I regret not playing it sooner. The game's inability to sell well when it should have
actually bankrupted Two Tribes' developing arm, and the upcoming Rive is going to be their last game. Maybe it would have
helped if the media had made more noise about this game back when it first launched. Maybe it would have helped if I hadn't
been so skeptical as well.

Toki Tori 2 is a truly underrated gem and if like me you're a fan of great level design, do yourself a favor: PLAY IT ASAP!. it
doesnt work. Wow that's fun. Very disturbing, gritty, straight forward, short horror experience.
creepy and not bad.
Try it out.
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https://youtu.be/H4v2fZ5WvyU. Good mahjong game but there are a lot of bugs.
You can earn achievements.
And you can get trading cards.. I feel like I'm just doing random stuff and I have no use in the game. You can change your ships
parts, but the descriptions are pretty useless and there are no stats. Mechanics are not explained well. I want to like this game,
but I don't.. this is not for adults. You would think that the terrible graphics this game has it would run well on anything but
nope, my i5 doesnt run it so can not play with the wife since our second computer was just that, had if i was lucky 35fps . 60fps
would be nice but for those graphics the buffering was absolutely terrible . look at the graphics man . i fell threw the world in
the first 10 minutes and got a refund lmao terrible .

note: the other 20 minutes i spent trying understand why you would put a game out that doesnt even have the ground finished
enough to stand on? and laughing at my stuck body ... there was lots of that. The crowned heads of Europe launch a new military
campaign to re-conquer the Holy Land. The time has come for you to assemble your armies and take back the land as Richard
the Lionheart. Or assume the role of the great Saladin and defend your people against the oncoming invasion. Lionheart: King’s
Crusade gives you the chance to make the dreams of the past a reality.

The King’s Crusade is a real-time strategy game that places you in the era of the Third Crusade, spanning the years 1189-1192.
Control and upgrade the leaders and their armies, lead your men into fierce battles, complete the objectives of the campaign by
guiding various historical factions through political events, collect relics, and unlock new content on your crusade.
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